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About TradeNext

TradeNext is a broker you can rely on 
to offer a secure, well-balanced 
trading platform with a wealth of 
liquidity and industry experience 
directly from within the trading 
space.

As a listed ECN forex broker we offer access to 200+ CFDs on 
instruments including FX, cryptocurrencies, metals, energy 
products, commodities, stocks and more, all from within the 
TradeNext platform. TradeNext offers its clients long market 
operating hours: cryptocurrency market is open 24/7, Forex 
and Equity 24/5 Indices and Stocks 8/5.

We have a "mobile-first" website and trading platform that 
enables you to trade from the palm of your hand. We enable 
our customers to sign up quickly and easily from any device, 
to spot market opportunities and to take advantage, within 
seconds.

Why partner with TradeNext?

At TradeNext, we recognise the value of Introducing Brokers 
(IBs)  to both our business and to our client’s trading 
performance. As well as providing outstanding commissions, 
our team of professionals is here to support you with your 
business growth. TradeNext offers an attractive, convenient 
and safe environment not only to IBs, but also for the traders 
providing them cutting edge technology, tight spreads, fast 
execution and other functions that facilitate trading. By 
being able to offer better conditions to your clients, you will 
be able to grow your business and achieve the desired 
results faster. We strongly believe that your success is our 
success. 
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The Best in Trading Technology

We have the technology to deliver infrastructure previously 
only available to high-frequency traders, quantitative 
analysts at the world’s most powerful financial companies. 
TradeNext taps into deep, industry leading liquidity provider 
pools from around the world and organizes these into a 
central and uniquely positioned aggregation point that 
traders can benefit from directly on its platform. At 
TradeNext all of this is available, from the palm of your hand. 
Our robust trading infrastructure allows both individuals and 
institutions to develop algorithmic trading strategies via our 
trading platform while keeping low spreads, fast execution 
and tight pricing that many other brokers struggle to match. 

Alpha Trading Platform

As technology improves and develops, TradeNext aims to 
stay at the forefront of the technology curve offering the 
quickest possible trading available to retail, and corporate, 
traders. Our collaborative and low latency trading platform 
monitors market trends and dynamically blends and 
balances these industry-leading liquidity pools in anticipation 
of client orders. The TradeNext platform is capable of 
executing more than 3,000 transactions per second. The 
platform can also execute trades at zero pip spreads and 
zero latency.

The best for your clients
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Mobile Device Trading

We understand mobile technology is progressing and has 
never been easier to use, with the advent of 5G enabling 
traders institutional grade speeds from the palm of their 
hand we’ve kept our products in line with these 
developments. TradeNext is focused on bringing customers 
the latest technology via our innovative trading platforms, 
keeping competitive spreads while facilitating trades within 
emerging markets. Your clients will have access to a platform 
which is optimized for mobile devices. They can trade CFDs 
on Forex, Cryptocurrency, Energy, Metals, Index, and stock 
from the palm of their hand knowing that it’s regulated, safe, 
and secure.

Low spreads. Institutional 

infrastructure brought to retail 

clients

Trading with TradeNext, your clients can be sure they’re 
dealing with a trusted partner. We’re subject to rigorous 
oversight from our regulators including the Vanuatu 
Financial Services Commission (VFSC), as well as the Financial 
Services Commission, Mauritius (FSC). We’re also members in 
good standing of industry associations that protect your 
interests and safeguard the health and trustworthiness of 
our traders, industry and community.

Being an IB, you will have the opportunity to introduce your 
clients to TradeNext to provide them with the best possible 
trading infrastructure along with the tightest spreads (from 
0.2 pips), the best execution rates and up to 500:1 leverage 
on a range of instruments. More details on Alpha and 
Bidzone accounts spreads are presented below:

TradeNext also provides segregated accounts for the 
security of our clients. All client funds are held in segregated 
client trust accounts with reputable, top tier banks in highly 
regulated jurisdictions. Client funds are held separately to 
TradeNext operating funds.

Currency Pair
FX Majors

Bidzone Account
Average

Alpha Account
Average

EURUSD Euro vs US 
Dollar

1.2 pips 0.2 pips

GBPUSD British 
Pound vs US Dollar

1.57 pips 0.57 pips

AUDUSD Australian 
Dollar vs US Dollar

1.52 pips 0.52 pips

USDJPY US Dollar vs 
Japanese Yen

1.33 pips 0.33 pips

USDCHF US Dollar 
vs Swiss Franc

1.92 pips 0.92 pips
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Low barrier to entry

Registration for TradeNext is simple, convenient and takes 
only a few minutes. The client can start from as little as 10 
USD as there is no account opening or maintenance fee. 
Clients can choose a low or no commission account and start 
trading with NO registration fee, NO dormant account fee or 
NO account maintenance fee. If a trader would like to place a 
low volume of trades, a commission-free forex trading 
account could be a good option. 

Customer support 

TradeNext invests in the development of the team to ensure 
clients always get quick, accurate service around the clock. 
Putting the customer first and making no mistakes is the 
philosophy that TradeNext is based on. TradeNext has a 
trustworthy and highly experienced Customer Support team 
available in English and Hindi languages. In TradeNext we 
aim to provide fast and efficient support through Live chats, 
emails, messenger chats that are available for 24 hours 
during the Market open. 
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Receive excellent financial 
rewards as an IB

Become an IB with TradeNext and you’ll be partnering with a 
strong  market leader and earn ongoing commission by 
introducing clients to us.

Our Introducing Brokers are exceptionally well compensated, 
based on trading volume and / or volume. More details can 
be seen below.

The best for you

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Description

Total monthly trading 
volume (closed lots)

Upto 2,500 lots 2,501 - 5,000 lots Over 5,001 lots 

Alpha Account
Fixed rebate:

2USD (0.2 USD for Index) 
per lot

Fixed rebate:
4 USD (0..4 USD for Index)

per lot

Fixed rebate:
6 USD (0..6 USD for Index)

per lot

Almost raw spreads with
Commission 10 USD

Connect Account No rebates - direct traders or IBs use it for trading purposes Spreads with no commission

Bidzone Account
Fixed rebate:

0.4 pip/per lot
Spread share: 20%

Fixed rebate:
0.5 pip/per lot

Spread share: 25%

Fixed rebate:
0.6 pip/per lot

Spread share: 40%

Widened spreads with no 
commission

TradeNext Introducing Brokers are provided with a Partner 
Portal account linked to our MT5 and TradeNext platform. 
You can select the currency of this account from USD, GBP, 
EUR and INR. After each trade is closed, your commissions 
accrue in your account. TradeNext  reviews the total trading 
volumes of traders who you have introduced to us at the end 
of each month. If the trading volume exceeds or decreases 
to another Tier level, the new IB rebates rate will apply from 
the 1st of the following month. 

Please visit our website for the IB rebate schemes for other 
trading instruments.

Flexibility to adjust for the needs of 
the IB or Regional Partner

We are flexible to adapt to our IBs business model and 
develop the best partnership conditions for the IBs and 
Regional Partners. With TradeNext, our partners receive a 
solution customized for them, with their preferred payment 
methods, tailored account types and local support in their 
own language. Regional Partners and IBs receive significant 
revenue directly related to their efforts and performance. In 
addition, IBs and regional partners will receive all the 
necessary resources they need to grow and take their 
business to the next level, as well as a budget for local 
marketing. We aim to deliver services of the highest quality 
and therefore, we’re always on the lookout for the IBs and 
regional partners to provide local expertise and insight.
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Dedicated personal relationship 
manager and campaign support

At TradeNext, we want you to be great at what you do. That’s 
why we assign you a dedicated Relationship Manager, 
available to you at all times. Do you need help referring 
clients? More information on IB rebates schemes and 
referral campaigns? Or simply, how to check your clients’ 
accounts? We’ve got you covered. 

Additionally TradeNext Partner Portal gives you advanced 
cookie tracking and detailed reporting for each campaign. 
On the campaign page you can see every visitor you send to 
the TradeNext website and each new account created via 
each campaign. Plus, the Partner Portal shows real-time 
trading volumes and IB rebate data from the clients you 
bring to TradeNext.

Promotional materials

TradeNext  invests in high quality marketing creative and 
content which we regularly update and make available to 
Introducing Brokers. A range of digital promotional materials 
including web banners preconfigured with your special IB 
campaign link can be downloaded from the TradeNext 
Partner Portal. Your dedicated Relationship Manager can 
provide print-ready and custom materials on request. 
Contact your Relationship Manager to request custom 
content. 

Application Process

Contact us by email and a dedicated relationship manager 
will get in touch with you to guide you through your 
onboarding process.

Contact:  partners@tradenext.com
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Email us:

partners@tradenext.com

Website:

www.tradenext.com

Contact Us

If you have any questions about becoming a TradeNext 
Introducing Broker, please email TradeNext Partners’ Team.
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